To,
Sh Shrenik Jain
Upl house
B/2 610 Bandra Village
Off WE Highway
Bandra (east)
Maharashtra
Pin: 400051

Sub: Information sought under RTI Act, 2005

Sir,

This has reference to your RTI application registered online vide no. MOPNG/R/2017/50428 and electronically transferred from MoPNG to OISD vide registration no. OISDE/R/2017/80006 dated 24.07.2017 received online through GOI RTI portal on 30.10.2018.

As desired, we furnish below the reply to the information sought, in seriatim.

Q1:
what is the definition of high pressure pipeline

Reply:
OISD standards do not define high pressure pipeline.

Q 2:
Please share the notification or the relevant regulation or guidelines listing the definition or the criteria for high pressure pipeline under the PNGRB Act or Regulations or guidelines

Reply:
The information may be sought from PNGRB.

Q 3:
is there a range of pressure which would qualify to be a high pressure pipeline

Reply:
OISD standards do not specify any range of pressure which would qualify to be a high pressure pipeline.

Thanking You,

Yours Sincerely,

(Saurabh Kumar Arya)
CPIO-OISD